
Our logo is designed to convey a depth of meanings. In that sense, the logo is abstract rather than concrete. We 
invite the viewer into a parable. The problem with abstraction is that the viewer may get the meaning wrong. 
Someone may see dice where another sees a cross. The advantage of abstraction is that multiple aspects of God’s 
work can be considered. We live in an image-driven culture. The beauty of abstraction is that people are drawn to 
ponder. We anticipate that the abstract will lead to questions and questions will prompt opportunities for us to 
share our faith story and our church’s mission. 

We desired that our logo should capture our mission: To intimately know and boldly follow Jesus. We sought an 
icon that was unique, that would not be obviously associated with a church, and that would locate us within our 
Wenatchee valley. As the process unfolded we also sought to tie our design stylistically with symbols presented in 
the stain glass panels from the original building on Chelan. Four of these panels hang in the church’s main entry. 

The concept behind the logo originated in a reading of John 15. Jesus claimed in v5: “I am the vine; you are the 
branches. Whoever abides in me and I in them will bear much fruit. Apart from me, you can do nothing.” This 
abiding in Jesus and bearing much fruit is at the heart of our mission. Our logo features grapes, vines and the 
ministry of Jesus. Where? 

At the icon’s center is the cross. The cross is symmetrical rather than elongated along the vertical axis, similar to a 
Celtic style. Encircling the cross is a crown, two bands of gold intertwined. The symbolism points to the cross and 
crown, the shame and glory, of Jesus. As Philippians 2 describes, Jesus emptied himself of glory, became obedi-
ent to death on the cross, “therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the name above all 
names.” The colors purple and gold are traditionally associated with royalty; however, they also signify blood and 
wood. 

As we move to a second layer of meaning, we see the cross comprised of five grapes. With this imagery we hope to 
suggest communion and drops of blood Christ shed on the cross. The o�set golden squares are matzah, the 
unleavened bread of Passover. The bread and wine of communion reminds us of our fellowship in Christ where he 
invites us to a meal he prepares. “This is my body broken for you. Take and eat. This is the cup of the new cove-
nant, established for you in my blood. Take and drink.” 

The third layer of meaning moves us from fellowship to discipleship and the world beyond our walls. The five 
grapes at the center are the fruit we bear when we remain in Christ. Jesus said, “I am the vine. Remain in me and 
you will bear much fruit.” Jesus is pictured as the intertwined vine growing around the grapes. The imagery of 
grapes and vines ties us to our local agriculture. The vine’s angles suggest the hills and mountains that surround 
us. 

The advantage of abstraction is recognized in the number of grapes. There was no significance until someone 
wondered if the number five represented the solas of the Reformation. Trusting in Scripture alone for revelation, 
we are saved by grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ alone, to the glory of God alone. By such pondering on 
images and the goodness we know of God, the meaning of our logo deepens. What do you see? 
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